Ls standalone harness diy

DIY : Do it yourself conversion components. You purchase the parts needed and do the swap in
your garage at your own pace or until you run out of beer. DIFM : Do it for me. We do the install
here in house and hand you the keys your LS powered JK. Email us directly for more info and
scheduling a build. Some other assembly is required but this is an excellent way to skip all the
hassle of locating the powertrain and proper components. There are 2 basic styles of engines
that we support. The first is what is called a GEN3. This is an older LS based truck engine 4. We
offer conversion components for these engines but don't offer the level of support that comes
with a GEN4 engine conversion. The Second and more desirable option would be a GEN4
engine. These would be made from - and could have been used in anything from a truck to a
Camaro. This would also include the new GM crate engines. GEN3 engines are as follows. LM7
5. L59 5. L33 5. However it should be noted that the L33 uses a flat top piston from the 4. It also
uses cylinder heads, which are identical to the casting found on the LS6 and LS2. This
combination increased the compression from 9. Also the L33 had a specific camshaft not
shared with any other engine. It was only available on extended cab 4WD pickup trucks. The 6.
There were two versions of this engine: LQ4, and LQ9, the latter being more performance
oriented. Displacement is 6. VIN: U. This engine was renamed as the Vortec MAX for GEN4
engines are as follows. Gen4 conversions use a GM LS based engine. All are DBW drive by wire.
They can be had in either cast iron or aluminum blocks and sizes ranging from 5. The 5. You
can pull a small trailer and have plenty of power for the highway. If you have a "heavy" JK or
larger than 37" tires we recommend stepping up to a 6. LH6 5. LY5 5. LMG 5. LC9 5. Most 6. All
6. Gm built a ton of these so there are some good deals to be had. These engine will have plenty
of power and torque for any JK build no matter the tire size or weight. L76 6. L98 6. LY6 6. L96 6.
There are a few 6. These are very similar to the LS3. Production of the truck-spec L76 started in
late , and it was only available with the new body style Silverado and Sierra. The final year for
the truck-spec L76 was in the Silverado and Sierra. It also appeared as the standard powerplant
for the â€” GTO. All are based on the LS3 but have a taller intake for better low end power and
torque. These engines are an excellent choice for any Jeep JK build. They will idle at rpm have
great low end power and breeze down the highway without struggling. We recommend looking
for - L92 6. L9H 6. L94 6. The LS3 and L99 are both excellent choices. These engines will have
the lower "car" intake and look excellent when paired with a set of corvette style engine covers.
These engines also idle at rpm with great power and driveability. These engine are also the
most desirable for hot rod swaps so prices are usually inflated. If you find a good deal, snag it.
LS3 6. Look for engines from a - camaro with a manual transmission. L99 6. Look for engines
from a camaro with a Auto transmission. LS3 Crate engines:. LS3 crate engines come semi
complete from oil pan to the ignition system. You will still need to source an accessory drive i.
Still have questions? Check out our video HERE. With the Gen4 engine swaps we use a GM
6l80E 6 speed automatic transmission. Its very important to match the engine computer to the
transmission computer. Click here for info. Our kit supports manual to auto conversions with
the factory dash working as designed. Do you run a big winch or big nasty bumper? Click here
to read about airflow. If your ready to purchase or have questions give us a call at the shop
Photo Gallery. Engine Displacement. RPO Code. At shows and various events across the U. So
the question is: should you buy a new engine swap harness, or build your own? Here is an
example of a wiring job that we spotted at an event that needed some serious attention. And
while it looked pretty bad, the car made passes the entire weekend without any problems. While
there are a lot of excellent how-to videos on the web, precision is critical, and having a basic
understanding of schematics, the tools used, and wiring processes are all invaluable. The DIY
Process. When ordering or creating a standalone harness, you will need to identify your project
needs. Questions like what generation engine are you using, automatic or manual transmission,
drive-by-wire, or drive-by-cable, will need to be answered. You also need to determine where to
mount the ECU and have an idea for wire routing. After you figure out all of the details, you will
be able to start the process, which is not a short one. When someone decides to create a DIY
standalone harness, in most cases, they will start with an existing factory unit. In our
experience, these harnesses are old and dirty. After all, the LS engines have been on the market
for over 20 years now. As wiring harnesses age, some common problems that can develop are
broken wires and melted connectors, and some are nasty. While this unit was uncut, it was
filthy. Our first step was to remove the old factory wire loom and electrical tape. While this
sounds easy enough, we spent over two hours wrestling with the harness trying to remove
every last piece. Dirt and debris fell out the entire time we worked with the factory harness. After
we had stripped down everything, some problems were unveiled. The first image is the factory
harness stripped down and cleaned up. The second image is all of the conduit and tape that
was removed. The wires going to the transmission had been pinched, and the copper was
exposed from the insulation. We attached the wire ends together and then applied heat shrink

with adhesive over the connector. The heat shrink will keep the moisture out and prevent
corrosion. After we fixed this problem, we noticed that someone else had previously done the
same thing we just did with two other wires. Instead of using a non-insulated connector with
adhesive heat shrink, they used the standard type, which will allow for moisture, causing
problems down the road. We then noticed that some of the OE connectors were broken on the
harness and would need to be replaced. Our next step was to remove the unwanted wires and
connectors. We disassembled the red and blue connectors, carefully removing each pin that
was no longer required. One problem that we found is that after you remove the unused wires
from the harness, it leaves an opening straight to the ECU pins. This makes the ECU
susceptible to moisture and debris. We would highly recommend plugging these holes to keep
these elements out of the pin area of the ECU. There is no easy or reliable way to fix this
problem. Pulling the wires that we didn't need was not that time-consuming. Just make sure you
are removing the correct wire and don't get in a hurry. From here you will have some work to do
with the old fuse box, unless you plan on using it. Some of the wires need to be removed as
they will tie back to relays, and others will need to be fused. After all of the above is done, you
can then wrap your wires in tape, conduit, or leave them bare, even though we do not
recommend the last option. The top left picture is everything we stripped out of the harness and
didn't use, including the factory fuse box. The top right image shows you what wires will need
to be hooked up to a fuse box or relay. Our efforts resulted in a harness that looked much better
than when we started. However, even though the loom cleaned it up nicely, everything
underneath was junk. It was so rough in fact, that for our purpose, this harness is a lost cause
and will not be used. With so many broken wires and melted connectors, it would be hard to rely
on it for any of our projects. The last thing that we want to deal with is wiring problems on the
side of the road somewhere. Here is the harness after the conduit and loom were added. The
unit still needs a fuse block and relays to function. Unfortunatly the harness was in such bad
shape it would never make it onto one of our projects. When we called, they asked us about the
vehicle, transmission, throttle body, and where we wanted to mount the ECU. People do it all of
the time. At a glance, the Howell LS swap harness is already superior in the looks department
when compared to our DIY factory harness. The company also uses a high-temperature
shielding for wires that route around the exhaust. Our unit also included Bosch relays for the
fuel pump and dual-fan control, pre-terminated weather pack connectors, fuse block, and an
OBDII port with a built-in check engine light. With our DIY factory job, we will need to mount the
ECU where the harness allowed us, which limits us to under the hood. Our package included
the harness, ECU, new O2 sensors, weather-pack connector ends, instructions, and decals. For
our 5. The beauty of this part is two-fold. First, we know that this ECU is in good working order
because Howell tests them. Secondly, Howell turns off everything on the ECU that we are not
going to use. The ECUs are not locked, so if you want to make adjustments to the engine down
the road, just take it to your favorite tuner. If you decide to modify a factory harness, you can
save yourself some money. If you do choose to count your time as labor, things get more
interesting. When purchasing a new unit from Howell, you will talk with one of its experts. They
will take all of the guesswork out of the process and eliminate any problems, giving you
precisely what you need. Everything is new, including the connectors, wires, pins, and these
units are built in the USA. The only downside to the new unit is that it will cost you more money.
But, you will get a new unit that has been tested and is percent ready to install straight out of
the box. We will pour our hearts and souls into our vehicles and count every penny spent to
finish the task. But usually, the hours spent grinding away in the wee hours of the morning go
unaccounted for. Either way, your time is worth something, and we doubt you like giving it
away. We spent about 8 hours making our harness, and that was stopping a little short with the
process. We still need to add a fuse box and relays for it to be functional, which would add
another hour or two of labor. If you did keep track of your hours and put a dollar amount with
them, you could save a little but probably not as much as you think. Here is a picture of the
Howell swap harness next to the year-old unit on the right. The Howell unit is brand new,
terminated, and all of the wires are labeled out of the box. Which one would you trust on a
cross-country road trip? In our opinion, A DIY harness is not worth the effort. Think about it:
there are a ton of things that could be done in an 8 hour day on a vehicle. This is plenty of time
to install an engine and transmission, fit the interior, weld up an exhaust system, and a lot of
other things. We know that some of you out there are pros and have figured out how to make a
standalone harness in a matter of hours. For those of you that can, then a DIY harness makes
sense, if you start with a nice harness. We would much rather spend the additional money and
get a new harness and use our time on other areas of a project. We will safeguard your e-mail
and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting LSX Magazine articles,
news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address for

anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Article Sources. Howell Engine
Developments. Latest News. More Stories. Corvette Racing C7. R On Bring A Trailer. Late Model
LS Power in your inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Classic Chevy
Magazine. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. You must be logged in to post a comment. Only logged in
customers who have purchased this product may write a review. Download customer drawing.
Yes, as long as you use high impedance injectors. All-hydraulic transmissions, or ones with just
the lock up torque converter under electronic control, do not need the MicroSquirt. We support
the MS3Pro lineup by phone and email. See our contact page for details. Please contact us with
details of the transmission you plan to use, and our tech team can go over your options for
running this transmission. Yes, it can run either one in a wire-in configuration. If the '95 has an
automatic, you can add a MicroSquirt to control the transmission. Yes - whether this one has a
Rennix ignition or you've swapped in a later 4. You can just substitute a blanking plate for the
distributor cap. It supports the factory coolant and air temperature sensors, too. Let us know if
you have any questions about this installation. The MS3Pro EVO is the one I'd recommend - you
can run sequential fueling on this engine and six spark output channels for wasted spark
ignition. And you'll want a wideband O2 sensor system like an LC2 to tune it with. Tune it right.
Tune it for less. Tune it Yourself. Website built by Creative Combustion. We are open and
shipping! Hi, Guest! Welcome Guest Login Register. Add to wishlist. Correct for manifold
airflow differences and fine tune each cylinder to perfection! O2 sensors can be assigned per
cylinder, allowing for perfect tuning and closed loop correction on a per cylinder basis Table
Switching 2 sets of user configurable tables for fuel, spark advance, and boost tables Dual Fuel
Support Beyond table switching, adds control of 2nd fuel system pump and injectors , and adds
2nd settings for injector characterization; fuel stoichiometric point; priming, warmup, cranking,
and afterstart settings; alternate acceleration enrichment tables; boost tables; and overboost
protection settings. Compatible with easy to find GM flex fuel sensor Configurable flex blend
curve allows blending of fuel tables, spark advance tables, afr target tables, alternate start and
warmup settings, boost and overboost tables, and acceleration enrichment settings based on
the exact concentration of ethanol in fuel Compatible with YOUR wideband O2 controller. You
choose the wideband controller you want without being locked down. From cost effective to full
lab grade capability. Long Term Fuel Trim OE Style automatic fuel trim to allow for changes in
engine over time High Power Time Enrichment Allows for richer mixture after extended time in
high power Helps control cylinder and piston temperatures Fully user configurable Multiple
Acceleration Enrichment Strategies Basic time based and accel pump style AE Advanced wall
wetting model based X-Tau and EAE acceleration enrichment options Staged Injection Control
Seamless transition to 2nd stage injectors for high power applications Multiple user
configurable strategies Nitrous control strategies 2 channels of configurable staged or
progressive control Supports wet or dry nitrous systems Add fuel, pull timing, etc. No power
draw when system is off. MS3-Pro will not discharge your expensive race battery when your
vehicle is in storage. Field Upgradeable Firmware â€” enable newly added features with a
simple firmware update! Firmware is constantly under development and updates are easy to
load via simple software interface. Customer reviews Rated 5 out of 5 stars. Most recent reviews
Most helpful reviews. Add a review Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. The
MS3-Pro measures approximately 8. Not including the connectors, the case itself is 1. Where is
this product manufactured? It carries a one year warranty against manufacturing defects. How
watertight is the box? Q Would this work with a 93 chevy with either one of the auto trans of that
year with 4x4. A Yes, as long as you use high impedance injectors. A We support the MS3Pro
lineup by phone and email. Both built s and with all the standard sensors. A Yes, it can run
either one in a wire-in configuration. Q I want to boost my jeep 4. A Yes - whether this one has a
Rennix ignition or you've swapped in a later 4. Instead of replacing with OEM item I want to
upgra Sign-up Now. Keep up with us. Create a new list. In the most basic terms, electronically
controlled engines must be carefully calibrated to take advantage of engine modifications that
affect airflow and fuel delivery requirements. That is more imperative for forced-induction
engines, which process significantly more air than a comparable, naturally aspirated
engineâ€”and do it under positive manifold pressure. The importance of accurate, pinpointed
tuning changes all boils down to a central goal: optimizing fuel and spark throughout the RPM
range and under all load conditions. Too little fuel leads to a lean condition that can lead to
detonation, burned pistons, and worse. It can be a painstaking process with many adjustments.
Novices are advised not to experiment with their newly force-fed car, as incorrect tuning can
quickly lead to expensive problems with an engine under boost. It is best to seek a
knowledgeable tuner who uses an engine chassis dynamometer facility for accurate, safe
tuning. WARNING: Do not start or drive a newly supercharged or turbocharged engine with

higher-capacity fuel injectors if the controller is not programmed for them. Of course, the entire
reason for adding a supercharger or turbocharger is increasing the airflow through the engine.
The factory engine-control systems of LS-powered vehicles ensure optimal combustion, based
on a programmed set of engine parameters, including displacement, the size of the throttle
body, the capacity of the fuel injectors, and even the specifications of the camshaft. However, a
few clicks of the keyboard are not the only way to produce great horsepower in a safe
mannerâ€”the fuel system must support it. To ensure the engine receives the precise amount of
fuel it needs to match the incoming air, the engine controller relies on an air-metering system.
There are two basic types: mass airflow and speed density. From the factory, LS-powered
vehicles come with a mass airflow system. In the simplest explanation, mass air systems
directly measure air, while speed density systems estimate it from a variety of inputs. Mass
airflow systems use a sensor to provide a direct reading on airflow through the intake tube,
ahead of the throttle body. Basically, the sensor tells the controller how much air is entering the
engine and the controller responds by matching that airflow with the appropriate amount of fuel.
The boosted air charge of a force-inducted engine requires not only a matching increase in fuel,
but the engine controller must be programmed with the specifications of the new parts in order
to control the fuel delivery. Inaccurate programming prevents the engine from performing to its
full potential or, even worse, allows an unchecked lean condition that could damage the engine.
One of the benefits of a mass airflow system is its ability to roll with certain airflow changes
without major tuning alterations. Also, mass airflow systems compensate for engine wear over
time. Generally speaking, the factory mass airflow systems work with lowboost forced-induction
systems and has helped make LS-powered vehicles among the easiest to tune for great power
increases. In fact, the pre-programmed, uploadable tuning software that comes with most
bolt-on blower and turbo kits is designed to work with the factory mass airflow system and
provide good drivability and performance. Largerdiameter meters allow more air, but slightly
diminish maximum boost. The custom intake systems of most centrifugal supercharger and
turbocharger systems require swapping the stock mass airflow sensor into the intake tract. For
the most accurate airflow readings, the sensor should be placed in a section of the intake that
allows a straight flow path across the sensor element. The bypass valve lower left for a
centrifugal supercharger system mounted on a C6 Corvette is shown with the front fascia
removed. When installed on a vehicle with a factorystyle mass airflow system, the bypass valve
must be mounted between the intercooler outlet flowing toward the engine and before the mass
airflow sensor. The intercooled air charge must only pass the mass airflow sensor once, or
accurate air metering is impossible. Most modern Eaton superchargers and twin-screw
compressors have an integrated bypass valve, negating the need to insert a separate bypass
valve in the intake system. Speed density air metering is the way to go with racing engines,
because, generally speaking, it can be programmed to handle more power than a mass
air-metered engine. It is also necessary on setups like this twin-turbo engine, where air enters
the intake plenum in two places and uses multiple throttle bodies. After 15 pounds of boost,
tuning becomes difficult with factory mass airflow systems because the manifold absolute
pressure MAP sensor cannot provide accurate readings to the controller. Swapping the stock,
1-bar MAP sensor with a 2-bar or 3-bar sensor alleviates that problem. They also enable higher
boost with 1-bar MAP sensors. Anything done to the engine that changes the airflow
characteristics, or volumetric efficiency, requires a new program for the controllerâ€”and that
goes for engine wear over time and, sometimes, extreme temperature swings. Also, drivability
can suffer somewhat, when compared with a properly tuned mass air system. Forcedinduction
engines making approximately 8 to 10 pounds of boost usually work fine with the 1-bar MAP
sensors that are equipped on most naturally aspirated LS production engines. When the boost
level is expected to exceed 10 pounds, at least a 2-bar MAP sensor should be used. The 6. The
outlet sensor on the factory supercharged engines is a 2. Adding a higherpressure sensor must
be accounted for when programming the controller. For the most part, aftermarket supercharger
systems use only the single MAP sensor from the stock, naturally aspirated engine. If the
system is tuned to produce more than 10 pounds of boost, the factory 1-bar sensor should be
swapped with at least a 2-bar MAP sensor, and the flash memory for the controller must be
updated to accommodate it. The 2-bar sensors are interchangeable with 1-bar sensors, but the
engine-control module must be modified to reflect the change. For experienced tuners, it is a
quick and easy adjustment. The recommended sensor is the more common PN part. Its sensor
has a different-size pin end. There are aftermarket 2-, 3-, and 4-bar MAP sensors, but for most
higher-boost combinations, the GM 2-bar sensor is adequate. Commercial tuning is available for
all of them and each works well with low- and moderate-boost systems. For higher-boost engine
combinations that also incorporate other significant engine modifications, it is the best choice
for tuning up to approximately 1, hp. The later E38 and E67 controllers are the most flexible,

offering greater parameter ranges, but the E67 is the most flexible of them all. Also features
integrated transmission control and a wiring harness with LS1 fuel injector connectors. It
features integrated transmission control and uses LS1- style injector connectors. E Not as
common as the LS1 controllers or the later E38 and E67 controllers, the E40 works with a 24X
wheel and electronic throttle control, but the harness uses LS2- style fuel-injector connectors;
no integrated transmission control. E Works with a 58X wheel and electronic throttle control;
uses LS2-style injector harness and compatible with integrated, automatic 6-speed
transmission control. E Same basic capability as the E 58X, electronic throttle, LS2 connectors
and integrated 6-speed automatic transmission controlâ€”but with a greater range of
parameters and increased tuning flexibility. When the instructions are followed correctly, the
engine controller has all the information it needs to operate the engine safely. Because a
measure of safety is built into those pre-programmed systemsâ€”ensuring adequate fuel
delivery and spark control for a number of variables including fuel type, engine load, altitude,
and moreâ€”it is possible to achieve greater horsepower results with custom tuning. More
importantly, the pre-packaged tuning cannot be used if other major engine modifications have
been made, including a camshaft swap, stroker crankshaft, higher-flow cylinder heads, or even
fuel injectors of a different capacity than what was included with the kit. Flash tuners upload
their programming to the engine-control module or powertrain-control module via the OBD-2
port located inside the vehicle, under the dashboard. Some manufacturers have technical
hotlines that allow custom tuning, but the modifications beyond the stock configuration must
be conveyed before the kit is shipped. All LS-powered production vehicles use the modern
flash-style memory systems that are easily accessed via the OBD-2 onboard diagnostics,
second generation port under the dashboard. Like software for a home or business computer,
the utilities offered by these companies are licensed either on a singular basis for a specific
vehicle or for tuning shops that use the software for multiple vehicles. They are priced
accordingly, too, with single-vehicle systems costing several hundred dollars and
multiple-vehicle licenses costing several thousand dollars. When the tables are adjusted, the
settings are saved and uploaded to the engine controller. Knowing which values to change and
what to change them to is the trick of tuning. An understanding of how the values affect the
engine and transmission is necessary before modifying them. It is what enables modifications
in the flash memory to be made, saved, and uploaded. Lidio Iacobelli, from Alternative Auto
Performance, performs a common test-and-tune procedure, whereby a test drive of a modified
vehicle determines the need for further tuning adjustments. It also incorporates an automatic
recovery feature that protects against re-flashing problems. System highlights include:. That
means the engine and transmission controllers perform mostly independently, but are linked via
the CAN. If you are contemplating custom tuning for the first time familiarize yourself with the
basics, because even a relatively small mistake at the keyboard could result in serious engine
damage. As noted earlier, the flash memory upgrade included with most bolt-on systems does
not account for additional engine modifications. Based on the experience of similar
combinations, Livernois Motorsports creates an appropriate tune and loads it on the interface
module. After receiving it, the customer uploads the new tune to the controller, just as he or she
would with the pre-packaged tune from the supercharger kit. This allows them to quickly modify
and forward a revised tune if further changes are planned for the particular engine combination.
We can send updates to the customer with our tuning files as they become available, or the
customer can update his own tuneâ€” within reasonâ€”to accommodate further modifications.
According to Millen, the X-Treme Cal Tuning Interface reads the factory controller program,
which can be saved, to return the vehicle to stock specifications. Although very adaptable to
tuning, the factory controllers on GM vehicles have their limits. The injector drivers in the stock
computer do not support the current levels necessary to drive them properly. Also, the few,
specialty highimpedance injectors that are available have a very slow opening rate that causes
poor stability at idle and high RPM. The effect is magnified further if the user increases fuel
pressure. This equates to very finite control at just about any engine speed and compatibility
with an injector carrying an impedance rating of 1. It can fire up to eight ignition coils
simultaneously. It features three integrated microprocessors capable of supporting engines
spinning to 15, rpm and producing more than 3, hp. Additional highlights include: the capability
to drive low-impedance fuel injectors common on racing engines; programmable inputs to
support cooling fan control; 64 channel internal data logging, and more. Real-time programming
software helps dial in combinations very quickly. Another popular standalone engine controller
is F. The different tunes can be accessed with the simple flip of a switch. Alameddine further
suggests a computer swap in a force-inducted setup with a high-performance camshaft.
Whether a modified vehicle uses a pre-programmed software program or a custom tune, it is
highly recommended that the vehicle be tested and fine tuned with the assistance of a chassis

dynamometer. It more closely replicates the real-world performance of the engine by putting a
load on the drivetrain. Of course, it also indicates the horsepower and torque levels of the
engine. Depending on the type of dyno used, the at-the-wheels power numbers can be corrected
by a factor of about 15 to 20 percent to indicate the true horsepower and torque output of the
engine. The difference between the engine and drive wheels is the result of parasitic losses
from the engine turning the transmission, driveshaft, rear axle, etc. Most tuning shops use
chassis dynos from either Mustang Dynamometer or Dynojet. Generally, the same car tested
under the same conditions reveals slightly more at-the-wheels power on a Dynojet
dynamometer than a Mustang dyno, although many tuners suggest the Mustang unit imposes a
more real-world load on the vehicle that produces a result closer to what the vehicle will deliver
on the street. However, a knowledgeable dyno operator can get the converter to lock and take
an accurate measurement. All-wheel-drive vehicles like the TrailBlazer SS also pose a unique
challenge. They require a dyno with both front and rear rolling drums, which can be difficult to
find, even in metropolitan areas with numerous tuning shops. The graphs generated by the
dyno pull not only point out the peak power numbers, but graph them in RPM increments,
showing where in the rev range the power increases are most effective. Wideband sensors are
also used on the chassis dyno during WOT tests, but they are acutely effective at helping
fine-tune low-speed drivability and ensuring adequate fuel is available at all RPM and throttle
levels. It is imperative to know that the engine is free from detonation at WOT and under full
boost. For vehicles undergoing a custom tune, such testing helps determine the precise fuel
requirements throughout the RPM range. The Internet makes it relatively easy to probe whether
a tuning shop has a good reputation, while old-fashioned asking around at the drag strip or a
car show may also help find a knowledgeable local tuner. As helpful as chassis dyno tuning is,
the measurements on the dyno are generated with the engine at WOT. The value of the variation
from the ideal, stoichiometric A diagnostic check reveals if the difference was because of a rich
condition more fuel than air or a potentially engine-damaging lean condition more air than fuel.
A wideband oxygen sensor simply replaces the standard narrowband sensor in the exhaust
system. If you plan to tune the engine yourself, it is a worthy investment. If you use a
professional shop for tuning, the shop can usually swap out the standard sensors for wideband
sensors during tuning sessions. In the narrowband graph, the measurement within the 1. More
importantly for tuners, the wideband sensor tells how lean or rich the mixture is, while the
narrowband sensor merely indicates a rich or lean condition. A wideband system has the
capability of precise measurements. Typically, such tuning scrubs off a few horsepower, but the
tradeoff is often welcomed because it brings with it peace of mind. It is believed the culprit is a
comparatively weak spring within the throttle body and the cure is the installation of another
production throttle body with a stronger spring mechanism. Another possible culprit may be an
insufficiently strong bypass valve. A strong throttle spring is necessary to prevent boost creep
that affects tuning and could possibly harm the engine. Also required for a methanol injection
system is a pump to deliver the solution to the intake system. This example is from methanol
injection specialist Snow Performance. A homemade methanol injection system is relatively
easy to build. A salvage-yard windshield-washer reservoir makes a perfect storage tank for the
methanol solution. Filling up with windshield-washer solution is cheaper and easier than tuning
the engine to run on high-octane racing gas, too. The comparatively violent acceleration caused
by a full-throttle blast with a force-inducted engine can upset the factory stability-control
system called StabiliTrak. When this occurs, a warning message may flash on the dashboard
and temporarily disable the stability system. It may also cause the stability system to perform in
a manner where it believes it is intervening in a potentially hazardous driving situation. Pushing
the edge of the envelope with boosted performance has inherent risks in engine combinations
using stock rotating assemblies, not the least of which is detonation. Even with the necessary
air-to-air or air-to-liquid intercooling systems, the boundaries of sustainable, pumpgas
performance can be easily reached with only moderate boost levels. One of the ways some
tuners expand the pump-gas safe range is with a methanol injection system. Essentially,
methanol injection acts as a secondary intercooler. Injection of the solution is done in the intake
stream, ahead of the throttle body, much like the nozzle does for a dry nitrous system. The
intake tract is drilled to accept a nozzle for the methanol injection system, just as it would be for
a bolton nitrous system. Fortunately, no fuel-system modifications are required for methanol
injection, but tuning is necessary to optimize its advantages. Of course, a methanol-injection
system must be accounted for in the tuning, but the lower inlet temperature and higher octane
rating enable more aggressive programming. Snow Performance is the aftermarket industry
authority on methanolinjection systems. It offers installation kits, as well as a pre-mixed
methanol solution. The user must closely gauge the range of the alcohol solution to ensure it
matches the gas tank. In other words, if the methanol tank runs dry before the gas tank, a larger

methanol tank is needed. It delivers more than supercharged horsepower from ci and does so
with the docile driving manners of a family sedan. More than a bolt-on blower kit, the SS
package is based on a larger-displacement version of the standard LS3 engine, which grows
from to ci through greater bore-and-stroke dimensions. Along with that is a set of modified LS3
cylinder heads and a ProCharger D-1SC centrifugal supercharger and intercooler system that
generates around 11 pounds of boost. The impressive Martin SS Camaro, with hp and ft-lbs of
torque, gets its ample power from a 7. A smaller pulley is used on the blower to generate more
boost for the larger-displacement engine. The factory E38 controller is used with this engine
combination and enables excellent drivability. Importantly, the completely modified engine uses
the stock E38 controller that was carefully tuned for the combination. The engine starts, idles,
and pulls through the rev range without stalling, hiccupping, stumbling, or any other tuning
issues. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will
send you an exclusive deal on this book. Mass Airflow vs. Speed Density To ensure the engine
receives the precise amount of fuel it needs to match the incoming air, the engine controller
relies on an air-metering system. This transmission controller is designed for situations where a
standalone transmission controller cannot control the transmission directly. This all-in-one
solution that will allow the 6L80E or 6L90E just transmission and factory controller to be
installed in any vehicle with any engine combination and maintain a fully functional
transmission. This can also be programmed to activate 2 additional calibrations, each including
shift tables and torque converter lockup table. It has been used in many applications and engine
combinations, such as Cummin 2. Whether they are carbureted or Fuel Injected, this system will
allow you to use the GM 6 Speeds in practically any vehicle. Comes with a complete harness
and the necessary software to program the module. All Body Panels Roll Pan. Recent Posts.
Welcome to LSx Everything! As our name implies, we are your one-stop shop for everything
related to y â€¦. Mar 11th Leon Millette. My fellow C10 friend! I hope that you are doing well! Are
you building a C10, and are not sure i â€¦. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3
stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required. Comments
Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Description
Description This transmission controller is designed for situations where a standalone
transmission controller cannot control the transmission directly. This is not a standalone
controller. Add to Cart. Quick view. Turbosmart e-Boost Street controllers feature 40 psi max
boost operating pressure, two boost settings, a boost correction factor, auxiliary output, and an
easy-to-read, 3-segment display with Choose Options. The paddle shifter communicates These
Chevrolet Performance automatic transmission controllers include the wiring harness,
controller, software, and laptop hookup. They are designed to allow for the use of electronically
controlled Please note that GM controllers, harnesses, and controller kits are stand alone
setups and cannot be used along Get your ultimate fun out of your vehicle with over
Horsepower on tap and 6-speed automatic transmission with double overdrive for better gears
and cruise ability! Finance it with Klarna at Customers Also Viewed. Choose from transmission
type in the If you are going to do it, do it right! This transmission is warrantied for HP. If you are
planning on Boosting or Gen III 5. The LM7 engine produced hp OK, LSx friends! You are
probably dreading going through that old wiring harness and pulling out the various pins and
wires and making everything work together yourself Running carburetor on your LS Swap?
Everything that you need is here to run your automatic transmission. If you are need a
transmission that Thus far, the prior chapters have outlined how to select the myriad
components necessary to assemble a stroker LSseries â€¦ [Click here to read more With the
short-block, cylinder heads, valvetrain, and induction installation sorted out, the last step before
hitting the throttle is feeding that new LS stroker motor some fuel and spark. This can be
achieved by using the factory EFI system, an â€¦ [Click here to read more Just 20 years ago, the
prospect of a production pushrod engine turning 7, rpmâ€”while being backed by a ,mile factory
warrantyâ€”seemed absolutely preposterous. The cylinder heads might be the most important
part of an engine in terms of producing horsepower, but unless something opens up the valves,
the heads will flow no air at all. And zero airflow equals zero horsepower. The responsibility of
opening and â€¦ [Click here to read more This â€¦ [Click here to read more Although it was
originally designed for a tiny ci engine producing just â€¦ [Click here to read more Few
components in an engine are as underappreciated as the connecting rods. The stresses of
internal â€¦ [Click here to read more With more than two dozen variants of the LS engine
platform already in existence, choosing the right one for your stroker build can seem quite
daunting. Displacement is king. This universal quest for maximizing displacement is hardly a
â€¦ [Click here to read more Sure, other engine platforms can be built to match it in terms of
sheer horsepower output, but none of them offer the â€¦ [Click here to read more The
internal-combustion process is downright brutal, and the pistons are quite literally on the front

lines of the battlefield. The nature of converting reciprocating energy into rotating force means
that the four-stroke process tries to eject the â€¦ [Click here to read more Back in the stone age
of building stroker motors, which was only about 15 years ago, hot rodders had to settle for
miniscule displacement gains through primitive means, such as offset grinding production
crankshafts. Maximizing the performance of a supercharged or turbocharged vehicle includes
more than the power adder itself. A number of supporting components in the powertrain and
chassis require upgrades or attention to not only realize the full horsepower â€¦ [Click here to
read more With a stout short-block filled with an all-forged rotating assembly, the remainder of a
boost-ready engine assembly includes the cylinder heads and crucially important camshaft. All
LS engines benefit from excellent cylinder-head airflowâ€”some more â€¦ [Click here to read
more Builders seeking performance beyond the realm of bolt-on supercharger and turbocharger
kitsâ€” exceeding about 10 pounds of boost, or soâ€”likely need to consider the construction of
a custom engine assembly designed specifically for forced induction. In â€¦ [Click here to read
more In the most basic terms, electronically controlled engines must be carefully calibrated to
take advantage of engine modifications that affect airflow and fuel delivery requirements. That
is more imperative for forced-induction engines, which process â€¦ [Click here to read more
Unlike most bolt-on supercharger systems, which can easily adapt to a variety of vehicles, turbo
kits present unique challenges. There is more to contend with in the routing of inlet and outlet
tubing between the exhaust manifolds, turbocharger s , â€¦ [Click here to read more Both
systems are â€¦ [Click here to read more For the most part, the factory cooling â€¦ [Click here to
read more Swiss engineer Dr. Alfred Buchi is credited with developing the first exhaust-driven
turbocharger, sometime around By , he published a proposal for employing a turbocharger on a
diesel engine, but the idea was mostly ignored for the next â€¦ [Click here to read more
Superchargers come in many different shapes and sizes, but they are related by a common
attribute: They generate boost pressure via an engine-driven mechanism. Typically,
superchargers are driven by a belt connected to the crankshaft. When it comes â€¦ [Click here
to read more In general terms, and assuming everything else is equal, an internal combustion
engine with larger displacement flows more air than a smaller-displacement engine. The engine
with the greater airflow makes more power. This Tech Tip is â€¦ [Click here to read more I am
pretty sure that by now you are ready to turn the key and fire up the engine. Now take a deep
breath and slowly walk away from the car. Walk away. As I stated in Chapter 2, a sound strategy
is to select the engine mounts, transmission crossmember, headers, and â€¦ [Click here to read
more As with other LS components, a massive number of computercontrol, harness, and
electronic equipment options exist for this popular engine platform. Most swappers adapt the
factory electronics to the particular F-Body, but installing aftermarket â€¦ [Click here to read
more You have a universe of transmission options for swapping an LS into an early F-Body, and
like other components of your equipment package, the transmission you select should be
based on application. Most owners stick to a transmission that has a â€¦ [Click here to read
more A high-performance LS engine generates much more heat than a Chevy Gen I small-block
engine or a Pontiac V-8 that originally came in many of the F-Body cars, so you need a cooling
system that effectively and efficiently dissipates and manages the â€¦ [Click here to read more
As has been mentioned before, the LS engines were not expressly designed to go between the
frame rails of the first- or second-generation F-Body. Every modern LS engine is fuel injected
while every early F-Body car carried a carbureted engine. Fuel â€¦ [Click here to read more Many
front-drive pulleys and kits are available from the aftermarket to suit a particular LS engine
setup and accessory arrangement. Obviously, the LS engine was not designed specifically for
first- or second-generation F-Body engine swaps. However, â€¦ [Click here to read more The
stock â€¦ [Click here to read more Years ago, installing an LS engine between the front fenders
of first- or second-generation F-Body car was a challenging endeavor. That is no longer the
case because aftermarket engine mounts, transmission crossmembers, and peripheral
equipment are â€¦ [Click here to read more Many choose iron blocks rather than aluminum
versions because they are inexpensive and are easily stroked. They are cheaper and can handle
bigger power loads and this is why you see iron-block versions juiced to the hilt with nitrous.
However, to be â€¦ [Click here to read more Here, you will be able to learn the basics of EFI and
calibration, and how to take advantage of the advanced Gen III V-8 features like the built-in
crank â€¦ [Click here to read more Simply put, there is no other production 5. There are many
fans of the iron-block 4. That fan base is drawn to the Gen III V-8 because of its thick
powerband, impressive peak power numbers, â€¦ [Click here to read more Knowing all the
technical aspects of the Gen III V-8 engine is interesting, but more than likely, the information
you really want to know is how to improve its performance. Because of this, the following
chapter covers as much detail as possible with visual support to show how to remove â€¦ [Click
here to read more It means parts off the Z06 Corvette engine, the LS6, fit on 6. There are a few

acts of creation an automobile company must be great at if it plans on being successful in the
car business. A custom tune was created at Stenod Performance and the Corvette delivered hp
and ft-lbs â€¦ [Click here to read more For a street car, this â€¦ [Click here to read more The
cylinder block is the foundation the rest of the engine is built upon. If incredibly high
horsepower, torque, and RPM are the goal, the needs may surpass the capabilities of even the
best factory offerings. This Tech Tip is From â€¦ [Click here to read more Of course no book on
cylinder heads would be complete without discussion of its supporting components. Available
intake manifolds and rocker arms should also be considered when choosing cylinder heads. It
may add to the cost or help save money; it â€¦ [Click here to read more This chapter covers any
cylinder head that uses an intake or exhaust flange that is not compatible or consistent with
OEM patterns. To put it in more simple terms, a typical set of LSX headers and exhaust
manifolds do not bolt up and neither do any â€¦ [Click here to read more Rectangular port heads
boast a clear advantage in the flow department and are ideal for high-RPM, big-cubic-inch, and
purpose-built drag racing applications. Factory castings are capable of to cfm when ported
properly, which can make it â€¦ [Click here to read more Though the work of this book is
basically over, we wanted to leave you with some final information that will help ensure your
engine enjoys a trouble-free â€¦ [Click here to read more Think about it: you came up with a plan
of action for your rebuild before even turning a single wrench. You acquired the tools that were
needed for the project, then set about the dirty â€¦ [Click here to read more Each one contains
parent-like nagging of the importance of the material therein, and threatens you with grave
consequences for not paying â€¦ [Click here to read more OK, so you have all of your parts in
hand, whether brand-new or freshly machined. This Tech Tip is From the â€¦ [Click here to read
more How much of it should you, or can you, reuse? A lot of this has to do with the state of
wear your engine parts are in, but it depends even more so on â€¦ [Click here to read more To
the untrained eye, the teardown of a worn or broken engine might seem nothing more than a
necessary evilâ€”the greasy prelude to â€¦ [Click here to read more Congratulationsâ€”an
engine rebuild can be a very rewarding task. Right now, the prospect of enjoying a freshened
engine probably excites you most; but we hope that with â€¦ [Click here to read more The wiring
aspect of any LS swap is undoubtedly the most difficult. Most builders are familiar with
fabrication techniques, trouble shooting, and parts swapping to make things work, but
electronics rise to a much higher level of complexity. Wiring â€¦ [Click here to read more
Fuel-injection systems require careful planning and component selection. So, simply â€¦ [Click
here to read more General Motors produces several computer types and each is built for a
specific engine group. Some â€¦ [Click here to read more Stock accessory drives were designed
to fit in late-model vehicles with modern frames and spacing. Depending on which accessory
drives are retained, clearance may or may not be an issue. Once the motor mounts have been
sorted out, the next step is to choose an oil pan. Many stock oil pans are available for LS
engines, each one designed for a specific chassis. With so many different oil-pan options, there
is confusion as to which oil â€¦ [Click here to read more The first piece of the puzzle of any
engine swap is to actually mount the engine into the chassis. This can be as simple as bolting a
set of adapter plates to the block or as complicated as fabricating an entirely new pair of frame
stands. It all â€¦ [Click here to read more General Motors essentially started from square one
and created the new Gen III V-8 engine, which shared very â€¦ [Click here to read more The
available features cable or electronic throttle, cruise control, forced induction support, and so
on make the Gen III PCMs â€¦ [Click here to read more These sensors and switches are used to
â€¦ [Click here to read more As the owner of EFI Connection, engine wire harness
manufacturing is my specialty. In the early days of my career, I took on used harness rework for
â€” Camaro and Firebird owners who wanted to add a TPI system to their car. All Gen III
vehicles were available with cruise control. Engines with a cable-actuated throttle body require
an electronic cruise control module with an internal stepper motor to pull and release a throttle
cable to maintain vehicle speed. Engines â€¦ [Click here to read more All too often
PCM-controlled or monitored air conditioning is overlooked after the engine has been swapped,
the new wire harness has been installed, and custom calibrated PCM has been received from
the tuner. Gen III PCM control goes beyond the engine to be one of best solutions for
electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmissions. Owners not using the LS1 PCM for
engine control must look to the aftermarket for a standalone transmission â€¦ [Click here to read
more Gen III PCMs are powerful control modules but they are of little use without tuning
software to change engine and transmission operating parameters. Before getting too far into a
discussion of electric fans and PCM calibrations, it is important to â€¦ [Click here to read more
General Motors introduced electronic throttle, or drive-by-wire, with the LS1 engine in the
Corvette. Electronic throttle was released before cable throttle for the LS-series engine family.
In , the Camaro and Firebird received a cable â€¦ [Click here to read more We can then agree

that this ECU is uniquely â€¦ [Click here to read more Production GM vehicles rely on the PCM
to provide signal outputs to control the engine, gauges, electric fans, emissions equipment, air
conditioning, and other equipment. Vehicles are equipped with a variety of sensors that are
used by the PCMs to perform their intended functions. Since the introduction of GM electronic
fuel injection, the sensors have changed in form, but not function. In most cases, early GM
sensors â€¦ [Click here to read more Although Gen III PCMs are powerful control modules, they
are of little use without tuning software tochange engine and transmission operating
parameters. You may find that the best results involve a blend of tuning services at an
experienced dyno â€¦ [Click here to read more Engine position through a crankshaft sensor and
reluctor wheel also meant improved ignition accuracy and misfire detection. Older HEI
distributor ignition â€¦ [Click here to read more While all TPI â€¦ [Click here to read more In ,
General Motors introduced the 5. Swap makes Gen3 Hemi standalone easy. Weatherproof Fuse
and relay box holds fan and fuel pump relays with outputs all ready for you to connect. We can
also customize the harness to any fit whatever you need. The fit and finish of Swaps Standalone
HEMI harness is show quality and out limited lifetime warranty assures that the harness can be
the best investment for your project. Let the quality of your harness reflect the quality of your
project. Please let us know if you have any questions! Each harness comes fully labeled with a
full set of installation instructions with tech support. We work through Sound German Auto for
transmission control and purchase that part directly from them. At Swap we are driven by the
enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our motorsports community. We strive to offer the
best products for those projects at the best prices. We focus on the detail of every build making
our products above market standard, you get more than you pay for, you get perfectionâ€¦â€¦.
Lead Times are Currently: Weeks. No Yes Yours. No Yes. This order is subject to all Terms and
Conditions found here: swapspecialties. Hemi Standalone Harness quantity. Category:
Harnesses and PCM's. Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us. Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us.
Email Us. Scroll Up. We hand build every harness to fit exactly what your project needs and
they actually form fit on the engine to make your wiring look and perform perfectly. We use the
highest quality wire, brand new OEM connectors, weatherproof fuse and relay box, and finish it
off with a multitude of covering options. With the best Warranty, tech support, and quality be
assured your wiring will offer to be one of the best investments for your project. Use the
selections to build your custom harness, or feel free to give us a call and we would love to
personally walk you through your build. Each Harness comes entirely labeled and full set of
instructions for easy and quick installation. Have Questions? Call or Email us Now. Each GM LS
harness comes with the following, you can also customize anything you would like-just give us
a call! Le
2000 tahoe radiator
3 wire photocell wiring diagram
p1494 code jeep cherokee
t the quality of your harness reflect the quality of your project. Please let us know if you have
any questions, we would love to hear about your project and help in any way we can! At Swap
we are driven by the enthusiast and the unique projects that fill our motorsports community. We
strive to offer the best products for those projects at the best prices. We focus on the detail of
every build making our products above market standard, you get more than you pay for, you get
perfectionâ€¦â€¦. No Yes Tune Mine mail in. No Yes. Year of engine, type of vehicle its going
into, anything you would like customized, ect This order is subject to all Terms and Conditions
found here: swapspecialties. LS Gen3 24x Standalone Harness quantity. Category: Harnesses
and PCM's. Description Description Each GM LS harness comes with the following, you can
also customize anything you would like-just give us a call! Contact Swap Specialties. Follow Us.
Useful Links. Our Mission. Call Us. Email Us. Scroll Up.

